Senators oppose three tobacco bills

SG doesn’t endorse proposed bans or suggested sanctions

Sarah Ellis
sellis@dailycal.com

Student senate rejected three bills Wednesday night that would have endorsed proposed Tobacco Free USC policies.

Senators failed to pass a resolution that would advocate for a tobacco-free campus between the hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. The vote was 14-12 against the bill, with one abstaining vote. A motion by Sen. William Crane failed to amend the bill so it would support only a smoke ban, not a total tobacco ban.

Sen. Courtland Thomas opposed the restricted-ban bill. He stated allowing tobacco use during certain hours would negate the purpose of the proposed ban, which he said was to promote and protect the general health and wellness of the student body.

Sen. Ashley Farr supported the motion to advocate for the restricted ban, saying a total ban would pose a safety risk by encouraging students to go off campus to use tobacco. “It’s not a requirement when you come to the university that you cannot use tobacco while you are on our campus,” she said. Normally, Davis Field doesn’t get much action.

But Wednesday afternoon, it played host to a group of passionate students — one armed with a megaphone — raising awareness about human trafficking.

Bundled up to leave the chilly winds, participants of the Stand for Freedom event for 12 hours Wednesday at Davis Field.

Activists raise awareness of human trafficking at the Stand for Freedom event for 12 hours Wednesday at Davis Field.

Senators voted against supporting either a proposed 24-hour tobacco ban or an 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. ban.
In Brief.

3rd rabid animal found in Irmo since October

A rabid fox found in an Irmo neighborhood Wednesday marks the third case of rabid animals in the area since October. Irmo police were called to handle the fox in the Old Friarsgate neighborhood Wednesday, according to WACH. That incident follows a January response to a rabid fox near an auto parts store close to the New Friarsgate neighborhood and an October case involving a rabid raccoon on the grounds of the Irmo Municipal building near the Archer’s Lane neighborhood, The State said.

Irmo Police Chief Brian Buck told The State that the rule of thumb is “stay away from wild animals acting tame and tame animals acting wild.”

—Sarah Ellis, Assistant News Editor

Sign stolen from TLC’s ‘Myrtle Manor’ park

If you thought Honey Boo Boo fans were bad. A sign that proclaimed Myrtle Beach’s Patrick’s Mobile Home Park as the home of TLC’s “Welcome to Myrtle Manor” was stolen Wednesday, according to police reports in The Sun News. The show premiered Sunday night on the same channel that airs “Here Comes Honey Boo Boo.”

Owner Cecil Patrick told police the sign was taken sometime between 10 p.m. Tuesday and 4 a.m. Wednesday. “The ‘Myrtle Manor’ area is set up at the back of the park, where TLC filmed the series last summer.”

—Sarah Ellis, Assistant News Editor

SC legislators take 2-week spring break

South Carolina taxpayers will save nearly $150,000 when the Statehouse and Senate take an upcoming two-week spring break, Associated Press reports.

Both legislative chambers will not meet the week before and after Easter. It will be the first time in at least 10 years the Senate has taken two weeks off, AP said; the House usually takes at least a one-week break around Easter.

According to AP, taxpayers save $50,000 per hour for the House and $25,000 for the Senate in mileage and daily expenses given to legislators.

State legislators meet Tuesday through Thursday between early January and June, AP said.

—Sarah Ellis, Assistant News Editor
The Institute for African American Research

Bancroft Prize-Winning Historian
Dr. Tomiko Brown-Nagin
Professor of Law and History at Harvard University

TITLE OF LECTURE: DOES PROTEST WORK?
DATE: MARCH 7, 2013
LOCATION: GRANITEVILLE ROOM IN THE THOMAS COOPER LIBRARY

Brown-Nagin’s award-winning monograph focuses on the South’s largest and most economically important city, from the 1940s through 1950, to demonstrate how the Civil Rights Movement features a wide array of activists and varied approaches to activism. This event is co-sponsored by The African American Studies Program and The History Center.

A reception and book signing will follow the lecture.

**Time is running out to get your visiting student forms to MTC.**

Choose from several summer semester sessions, some as short as five weeks. Visit midlandstech.edu/visiting today to get started.

Save money and earn your degree faster by taking summer courses at Midlands Technical College. Make an appointment with your home-college advisor today to receive a visiting student form.

(803) 738-8324 • midlandstech.edu/visiting
Students at the Stand for Freedom event said the total market value of human trafficking is estimated as more than $32 billion.

STAND ● Continued from 1

Dee Pruitt, fourth-year nursing student Katie Huff and fourth-year visual communications student Alli Quattlebaum also assisted in the organization of the event.

With little more than two months to plan the stand, the team found a few problems along the way. But with the end goal in mind, they persevered.

“We definitely hit some roadblocks,” Faucette said. “As a team, we came together.”

Though the original goal was to stand for 27 consecutive hours, in reference to the 27 million slaves in the world today, plans were altered to adhere to USC rules.

“We changed it from 27 hours to 12 because of the university policy at night,” Faucette said. “We couldn’t stand on Davis Field at night, so we made it during the day.”

Still keeping the “27” theme, the event was rescheduled to last between 7:27 a.m. and 7:27 p.m. During those 12 hours, volunteers educated passersby on facts about human trafficking and told others why they were passionate about the cause.

Fourth-year political science student Allie Yost led a fact circle for those nearby to further educate the masses about what the cause entails.

“The total market value of human trafficking is estimated to be $32 billion,” Yost said. “That’s more than Google, Starbucks and Nike combined, but slaves can be bought for as little as $30.”

According to the Trafficking in Persons Report released by the U.S. government in 2004, between 600,000 and 800,000 people were trafficked across international borders in 2004, and about half were children. That number has steadily increased over the past nine years, totaling to the current number: 27 million.

In order to keep the momentum going, the “Stand for Freedom-ers” are hosting a percent night at Orange Leaf Frozen Yogurt in Five Points tonight.

“Though organizers said all donations are encouraged and appreciated, awareness is the key to this case,” Yost said. “I think it’s extremely important that we don’t become numb to the injustice in the world,” Yost said. “We need to raise our voice for freedom.”

Brian Almond
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Students at the Stand for Freedom event said the total market value of human trafficking is estimated as more than $32 billion.
SG's recent inaction good for USC students

Student Senate failed to issue a formal resolution condemning several bills up for debate. And while we would normally commend the actions of a political leader, Student Government fails to accomplish anything. That's because the three bills up for debate were all related to Healthy Carolina, a proposal that University of South Carolina President2013-2014,700 public health officials to increase tobacco taxes to fund programs that encourage healthy behavior among students. The three bills in question are:

1. A bill to increase tobacco taxes by $1.24 per pack, with proceeds to be used to fund tobacco prevention programs.
2. A bill to allow the University of South Carolina to create a tobacco-free campus.
3. A bill to require all tobacco products sold in the state to be sold in tamper-evident packaging.

In addition to these bills, SG has failed to address any of the other issues that contribute to the tobacco epidemic, such as the use of tobacco by minors, the impact of tobacco on the environment, and the health consequences of tobacco use. The failure of SG to act on these issues is particularly concerning given the fact that the State of South Carolina is one of the worst states in the country for tobacco use. The failure of SG to act on these issues is a clear indication of the lack of leadership on the part of SG and the University of South Carolina. It is time for SG to take action and to stop inaction.
Seventy Six and Sunny rocks the '90s

Local musicians look to past for new style of organic alternative music

Mary Cathryn Armstrong
mary@northcarolinadigital.com

Pop music and rock 'n' roll. Many say these two genres can never peacefully coexist — a cuddly bunny back energy of '90s throwback melancholy. Though each member possesses a different taste in music, Seventy Six and Sunny pulls it all together with clean rhythms and flavorful original tracks full of high energy.

"We went through a couple of baselines to try and find the right take," Kesling said. "A couple guys played off and some just didn't like what we were doing. Then we met Jarvan (Steacy) in October, and that kind of completed the band.

On paper, Seventy Six and Sunny seems like a formula that doesn't add up. Each member has uniquely individual tastes in music that influences his sound. Steacy may drop a heavy metal Disturbed bass cover while Lang skilfully "the golden voice" of South Carolina sweethearts Darius Rucker. But somehow this medley of music pieces beautifully: striking a perfect balance between an edgy rock sound and the alternative style of '90s college tracks.

"All of us have a different taste in music," Lang said. "All of us like the same bands, but I wouldn't say that I like the same bands as [Kesling]. We all just do different things.

While this energy has led some bands to part ways, Seventy Six and Sunny instead chooses to stand off the contrary, allowing each member to mold his own interpretation of the cuts. Lang even admits to not liking the unfamiliar territory of a new song, believing it engages him more naturally without being forced to interpret the original musician.

"I like the same bands as [Kesling] does. We all just do different things.

It's almost that time of year: the weeklong escapade into pre-adulthood that lets college students set aside their worries and make terrible life decisions that may come back to bite them. Yes, I am referring to spring break. Students will soon be spending their money (or their parents') to let their wild side out at some of their ideal vacation spots like Cancun, South Padre and Fort Lauderdale. With "Spring Breakers" coming to theaters presently, let's stop and take a look at a few movies that feature some of our favorite young stars.

"Spring Breakers" shows the dark side of vacationing in sunny Florida.
The Sailing Club!

USC’s latest news, sports, entertainment and deals. Download the Daily Gamecock’s app today!

Jerry O’Connell struggles for his life against flesh-eating fish in 2010’s “Piranha 3D.”

Unlike most movies that feature spring break as a joyous rite into adulthood, this horror movie was filmed as if to scare college students from getting too wild over spring break. Less famous for its piranhas than for being utterly filled with wall-to-wall booze and breasts, “Piranha 3D” set the bar high as far as dumb party entertainment goes. I mean, you can’t go any higher than an over-the-top, spring break film with topless paragliding and naked, underwater make-out sessions. The movie also goes to the extreme with the “terrible life choices never come without consequences” lesson since these monstrous piranhas devour half of the dirty spring breakers, but who wouldn’t want to watch that?

Jerry O’Connell struggles for his life against flesh-eating fish in 2010’s “Piranha 3D.”

International Day at POC!

Sunday - March 10th - 2pm

“Ali” Nationalities & Cultures Are Welcome!

P.O.C. is currently meeting at:

8105 Two Notch, Columbia, SC 29223

For more information, call: 803.484.1329

Jerry O’Connell struggles for his life against flesh-eating fish in 2010’s “Piranha 3D.”

Jerry O’Connell struggles for his life against flesh-eating fish in 2010’s “Piranha 3D.”
“We want to keep as much momentum as possibly we can,” Staley said.

Staley said the high-level competition in the conference this season makes the SEC Tour¬ nament a good test for her team before the SEC Tournament. Six of the 14 teams in the conference are nationally ranked.

“I think parity in our conference is running wild,” Staley said. “Everybody feels like they have a shot of winning the tournament. These type of settings really prepare you for the NCAA play.”

Though the Gamecocks know a loss in the SEC Tournament won’t end their season, they’re looking longer term to the NCAA Tournament — when a loss will end anyone’s season. Staley said it’s fairly easy to feel the intensity now.

“I think we want to give the newcomers a taste of what we got to taste last year,” Welch said. “I know for me, making it to the Sweet 16 was an amazing thing. We want to make sure we give the newcomers what we were able to get last year. With that, we have to improve ourselves within the SEC Tournament because that’s going to be a big challenge for us.”

Gamecocks recognized: Four USC starters were recognized by the league’s coaches for their performance this season. Most notably, senior point guard Ieasia Walker was named the SEC Defensive Player of the Year. Walker has 82 steals this season.

“I’m glad to see the fruits of her labor pay off in something that’s tangible,” Staley said of Walker. “I’m quite sure that it’s happened to us because sometimes our team gets overlooked because we do play a team defensive game, and we’re pretty good at it. This particular year, it was pretty easy to see who got us started.”

Austin Price / The Daily Gamecock

However, USC broke it open with a seven-run eighth inning where it sent 12 batters to the plate. Greiner and right fielder Sean Sullivan highlighted the inning with two-run doubles that helped the Gamecocks extend the lead to 14-4. That was more than enough run support to help USC sweep the two-game series with Ball State.

Sullivan came into the game to replace sophomore outfielder Tanner English, who left the game with an apparent shoulder injury.

Steele scored six points on the night off two 3-pointers along with grabbing two rebounds and handling two assists.

While he doesn’t like to talk about the postseason, Martin sees Wednesday’s win as a positive sign for things to come as South Carolina enters the SEC tournament after a final regular season game at Vanderbilt.

“I’m real happy for our guys,” Martin said. “They’ve battled all year to try and do what we ask them to do. Sometimes it hasn’t been great, but for the most part they’ve continued to come and battle and I’m real happy for them to close out the home season with a win.”
Let your partner take your agenda verbally. I can afford it. Creative work coming in, and a bonus. You can afford it. The idea works. Collect as much as you can. Your idea works. Be comfortable handling small animals (reptiles, birds, small mammals). Engaging. Must be enrolled in long programs for children aged 4-12 years old. Must also be comfortable handling small animals. Tour groups vary. Must be available for all training programs in an age-appropriate manner. Spans the ages 10-15 years old. The program is designed for at least 9 out of 10 weeks but I can arrange pickup in the future. You can also call toll free 800-347-8878. For more information, visit www.millersupplyco.com/tour. Thank you!

Let's talk about some startling insights. Their help, including some good news. Discuss the potential privately. Inform us that you are confident. Share a summary of your strengths. Make long-range plans to improve your living conditions. Ask family to support you, and get pleasantly obsessed with details. Invest upon what work best for you. Personal magnetism abounds. Gather practical knowledge. Your dedication to service is commendable. Reveal your ideas about your future, Accept encouragement. Aquarius There’s more work to come. Make sure it works for your family. Look for class displays on wildlife. Visit an influential female. What would you love to learn next? You can afford it. Be comfortable handling small animals. Must be available to work for at least 9 out of 10 weeks but I can arrange pickup in the future. You can also call toll free 800-347-8878. For more information, visit www.millersupplyco.com/tour. Thank you!
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Freshman second baseman Max Schrock went 3-5 against Ball State Wednesday with two RBI and two runs scored.

Women's basketball prepares for postseason play

No. 5 seed South Carolina begins SEC tournament against Alabama today

Isabelle Khurshudyan

It's "win or go home" time for South Carolina women's basketball.

Players are saying it. Coach Dawn Staley is saying it. All are looking to avoid the second half of the season, as the Gamecocks begin SEC Tournament play today.

"If that doesn't motivate you and make you want to play your best basketball at this time of the season, you're probably in the wrong sport," Staley said. "And you're probably playing for the wrong program and for the wrong coach.""}

The Gamecocks are a No. 5 seed in the tournament and play the winner of Wednesday's game between Alabama and Mississippi State.

Though the Gamecocks beat both teams during the regular season, sophomore forward Aleighsa Jackson closed out his career, Phillips said, "When you invest into whatever you're trying to do, we are going to have to get him back out there.""

Jackson, Phillips help USC in final home game

Junior guard Brannon Williams said in the past week he has been spending more time than usual shooting after practice, at the urging of junior guard Bruce Ellington.

Williams’ increased preparation more than paid off in Wednesday’s 7-2 win over Mississippi State, as he scored a game-winning, one-hop 33-foot point after 10 of his 17 shots to shatter his previous career high of 23 points.

"Without my teammates I think that tonight probably wouldn't have happened," Williams said. "They created the open looks for me, and I was fortunate enough to make most of my shots tonight."

Theouthrust from Williams truly was a team effort, as 18 of USC's 21 field goals made came off an assist.

The 38 points marked the first time a Gamecock scored more than 35 in a game since Devan Downey dropped 36 at Florida in 2001.

The extra effort from Williams before game day did not go unnoticed by coach Frank Martin, who said the junior stayed long after the mandated 100 shots after practice. Martin said because of the renewed enthusiasm from Williams, he was not surprised by Wednesday's performance.

"When you invest into whatever you're trying to do, all of a sudden you're more willing to work," Martin said. "Because you're fully invested in finding success and (Williams) for the last 10, 10 days something's rekindled there."”

Martin said every aspect of Williams’ game, from his preparedness to his execution of his new skills, has improved over the last week and it has led to positive plays being made for the Gamecocks.

Wednesday was senior night at Colonial Life Arena. USC has two seniors on the roster this season in sophomore center Lakson Jackson and fifth-year-senior walk-on Shane Phillips, who has been on the team for the past four years.

Making the first start of his career, Phillips said, "The second basket of his career in the early stages of the game. Phillips made his first career shot during USC’s 2010-11 season.

"Jackson closed out his Gamecock career just shy of a double-double, registering nine points and pulling down eight rebounds. Jackson entered Wednesday’s game with 74 career points and 77 rebounds in the game.

"Jackson was happy for [Jackson] and [Phillips],” Martin said. “They can look back on their senior year and know that the last time they took the court their team was able to pull away and win.

Also earning a start in Wednesday’s game was freshman Brian Steele, who was in the starting lineup for his second game in a row. Steele showed his enthusiasm and work ethic in practice throughout the SEC  season.

Gamecocks defeat Ball State

Second baseman Max Schrock swipes 3 of USC's 5 stolen bases

Kyle Heck

South Carolina pulled away from Ball State for a 4-1 win Wednesday night, but things did not start out well for the Gamecocks.

After USC had shut out its opponent for three days that gave the Gamecocks a 4-1 lead, Graham Saiko singled to right field, scoring the Gamecocks’ first run of the game in as many days that gave the Gamecocks the early advantage.

The freshman responded with a sacrifice fly by Saiko in the first inning that knotted the game up at 1.

USC jumped ahead in the bottom of the first inning thanks to the Clay Manning-walked Chase Vergason, Joey Pankake and LB Dantzler to set up second baseman Max Schrock.
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